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Problems from lecture notes

Exercise 1

1. Register X and Y are filled with the values 4 and 11 (assuming un-
signed integers).1

1 It is not given if the machine instruc-
tions consider data as unsigned (i.e. pos-
itive) integers or integers in two’s com-
plement. Since life is generally simpler
if we assume only positive integers, let’s
do so.

2. The ADD-instruction calculates X+ Y and stores the result in U.

3. The value in U is stored in the memory at address 0000. The mem-
ory now looks like in Table 1.

Table 1: The result after MV, 0000.

Data address Value

0000 15

0001 <unknown>
...

...

4. Register X and Y are now filled with 3 and 1. ADDC will calculate X+

Y+ C = 3 + 1 + 0, since the carry C is 0 after the previous addition.
The result is later moved to data address 0001, which now looks like
Table 2.

Table 2: The result after MV, 0001.

Data address Value

0000 15

0001 4

...
...

5. Finally the program will jump to instruction address 1000, which is
the same position as the JMP. Thus the program is finished and stuck
in an infinite loop.

Exercise 2

Assuming unsigned integer arithmetic, we note that the 4 bit size of
our registers is perfectly sized to do mod 16-arithmetic. We also as-
sume that the ADD instruction will overflow without any issues, such
that e.g. 15 + 2 = 1.

Under these assumptions, the program can be implemented as:2,3 2 There are a lot of correct solutions to
this exercise. If you are unsure whether
your solution is correct or not, just ask
your friendly teaching assistant.

3 A short description of the program:

• Since there is no multiplication in-
struction, we add the value in mem-
ory location 0000 three times (3x).

• After this, we load the value at posi-
tion 0001, and add it to our sum (+y).

• We then load our constant value 2
(0010) into Y, and add it to our sum,
which gives us our final result.

• The result is stored at memory loca-
tion 0010.

• Finally we use a JMP-loop to avoid
our program to continue execution in
unknown memory.

Program address Instruction

0000: MRX 0000

0001: MRY 0000

0010: ADD

0011: LXU

0100: ADD

0101: LXU

0110: MRY 0001

0111: ADD

1000: LXU

1001: LDY 0010

1010: ADD

1011: MW 0010

1100: JMP 1100
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